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1. Introduction and state of the art

This paper describes the design of a wheeled pole climbing robot with high payload capability. Such pole-climbing robots have been developed for several types of applications: Accessing wind turbines for inspection purposes [4], cleaning lamp posts [5], surveillance [6], fruit harvesting and several others.

1.1. Overview on the basic groups of pole-climbing robots

Regarding the mechanical structure of these robots, two main groups can be distinguished – inchworm-type robots [1-3] which usually consist of two grippers and an arm in between; and wheeled pole-climbing robots [4-6] which usually combine a passive clamping mechanisms for convex structures with motorized wheels at one or several contact points. Specific types of poles can also be climbed with other mechanisms such as penetration with spines.
(Spinybot II [7], for trees) or magnetic adhesion (MagneBike [8], for steel towers). However, these mechanisms are not analyzed deeper in this work, which focuses on mechanical clamping principles for standard pole-climbing robots. Regarding these standard pole-climbing-robots; the inchworm-type shows advantages when difficult obstacles have to be passed – such as abrupt diameter changes, intersections or plates attached to the pole. However, robots of this type require a relatively high control complexity which usually leads to slow speed, only moderate reliability and high costs for manufacturing. Additionally, the payload capability of most robots in this group is very limited.

1.2. Wheeled pole-climbing robots

In order to solve these drawbacks and thus allow for faster, stronger and more robust climbing robots, recent designs combine pole-clamping mechanisms with wheeled locomotion. The most intuitive approach for clamping to a pole with a wheeled robot is to use several identical wheel modules; and to span them against each other and the pole by using springs or other elastic elements. This design is advantageous for clamping to poles with relatively big diameters compared to the robot size, but requires a large number of motors – (3x2 in the climbing ring robot for offshore wind turbines [4]). Additionally, the payload is mainly determined by the strength of the springs and can get decreased significantly if the pole diameter gets smaller at the top and the springs are not re-spanned by an extra motor. Driven by several goals such as passively adapting to different pole diameters, further decreasing the system complexity and/or increasing the payload capability – recent designs take advantage of the principle of rolling self-locking ([5, 6]).

1.3. Pole-climbing robots based on rolling self-locking

In contrast to the previously described design [4] where the normal force (F_N) between robot and pole is generated by springs or other elastic elements, in robots based on rolling-self-locking, this force is mainly generated out of the gravity force (m*g) – by using a mechanism that transmits this force to the desired position and usually even amplifies it there. The limit condition for not slipping is reached as long as the real friction coefficient (µ_{real}) between wheel and surface is higher than the minimum required friction coefficient (µ_{min}), which can be calculated out of the normal force and the traction force (µ_{min} = \frac{F_N}{F_T}). As it can be seen in Fig. 1-a, in the basic configuration of this principle this minimum friction coefficient does not depend on the mass of the robot, but only on two geometrical values: The horizontal distance between the
robot’s center of mass and the pole (C) and the vertical distance between the motorized wheel and the passive wheel (a), which can be calculated out of the pole diameter and the geometry of the robot \(a = \sqrt{L^2 - (D + 2r)^2} = f(D)\). For keeping the normal force at a constant value also on poles with changing diameters, current designs use two different approaches (Fig. 1-b): In the robot designed by Fauroux and Morillon [5], a sophisticated mechanism of springs and joints is applied for adapting to different pole diameters by changing the distance between the motorized wheel and the passive wheels (L) – which allows for keeping “a” at an almost constant value. The human-inspired pole climbing robot by Sadeghi et al. [6] uses a second spring-loaded arm below the main one, which allows for increasing the normal force by pressing this arm against the pole and thus span the motorized wheel against two contact points.

The functionality of both robots has been demonstrated successfully. However, two drawbacks still remain – which are solved with the here presented design:

- For adapting to different pole diameters, both designs still rely on springs – increasing the mechanical complexity and not being “pure” self-locking-principles with unlimited payload capability any more.
- To fulfill the stability criterion against slipping, the position of the center of mass always needs to be far away from the pole (high value for C). If it is desired to climb poles with a relatively large diameter in comparison to the desired robot size (e.g. wind turbine towers) or if even human workers need to be safely transported on the climbing device, this constraint becomes a severe drawback.
For this reason, the here presented robot aims for implementing a clamp mechanism based on rolling self-locking which is independent of the center of mass and which can adapt to different pole diameters without using springs.

2. Basic concept inspired by the rope-clamps for technical climbing

In order to fulfill the above mentioned goals, the mechanism which is normally used in the rope-clamps for industry-climbing and cave-exploration (common name: “jumars”, [9]) has been adapted to the requirements in wheeled pole-climbing robots. Furthermore, the rotary joint is changed against a linear one, for fulfilling the additional goal of being independent of the pole diameter.

In Fig. 2-a, the static version of the mechanism and its standard implementation in a rope-clamp is represented. By using a zone with low friction on one side, a zone with high friction on the other side and a connection based on a lever arm with a rotary joint (dark red) – the minimum friction coefficient between rope and traction zone is only determined by the angle between lever arm and rope/pole: \( \mu_{\text{min}} = \tan(\alpha) \). Note that in this case, the mass of the lever arm can be neglected, as it is significantly smaller than the force which is applied on the clamping device (weight of a human vs. a few grams).

When applying this principle to a wheeled pole-climbing robot, the first step is to place a motorized wheel at the zone with high friction, for providing a continuous traction force \( F_T \) at this point. In order not get blocked when climbing upwards, the friction losses on the zone with low friction should
ideally be minimized by using non-motorized wheels there – similar as in other
designs of wheeled pole climbing robots. For keeping $\alpha$ independent of the pole
diameter, the here presented design uses a linear contact with rolls instead of the
rotary joint in the rope clamps. The entire mechanical concept is represented in
Fig. 2-b, with the adaptation to different pole diameters drawn in the small
picture at the bottom. For calculating the stability against slipping, the mass of
the motorized wheel unit ($m_2$) also needs to be taken into account, as strong gear
motors usually form a significant part of the robot’s mass – in the case of the
designs presented in chapter 3 and 4, this mass is approximately 20% of the total
robot mass (including payload). For adjusting the angle $\alpha$ to an optimal value,
this additional influence should not be forgotten ($\mu_{\text{min}} = \tan(\alpha) * (1 + m_2/m)$).

3. Conceptual design for a pole-climbing robot with high payload

Based on this clamping mechanism, a concept for a pole-climbing robot with
high payload capability has been developed – for climbing on palm trees for
fruit-harvesting, accessing telephone masts for service tasks or climbing lampposts. Concerning its payload capability, it should ideally be strong and safe
enough for carrying human workers. With these goals, the specifications were
defined as follows: Payload capability 100kg regarding the motor power and
500kg against breaking or slipping; Adaptability to poles from Ø0.2m to Ø0.5m,
estimated worst-case friction-coefficient $\mu=0.5$ (rubber-tire on a wet tree), speed
above 2m/s, mass without payload below 20kg, supply with 12V DC.

Concerning the structure design (see Fig. 3-a), a framework out of rectangular
aluminum tubes was chosen, mainly motivated by the easy changeability in case
of later adaptations and the relatively small effort for manufacturing. For the
passive wheels, standard rolls for pallet-trucks have been considered as a good
option. The choice of an appropriate combination for motor, gear and main
wheel resulted to be the most difficult part of this work, as the required values
for torque and power are very high in this application: Assuming a wheel radius
$r$ of approximately 250mm and given the requirements for payload and speed
(100kg respectively 1000N; 2m/s) – the motor-gear-combination needs to
provide 2kW and 250Nm. When searching in the catalogues for standard gear
motors in robotics, actuators in this power-class are already quite difficult to get.
For example, at Maxon the upper end of the range is already reached with 400W
and 120Nm. In the final prototype, it is planned to combine the motor of an
electric car with a customized worm-gear transmission. The detailed design of
the drive unit has not started yet because of the relatively high cost of these
components.
For optimizing the structural design of the frame, FEM-simulations have been performed, using the worst-case-assumption with a total load on the robot of up to 500kg. After some iterations, the thicknesses of the Al-profiles could be optimized to values which assure enough security against breaking ($S > 2$ everywhere) while still keeping the mass below 10kg for the entire frame.

Fig. 3: Detailed design of the robot (a) CAD-drawing of the main components, (b) Collision analysis on several pole diameters, (c) FEM-analysis to optimize the mass of the frame.

4. Tests with a preliminary prototype at scaled size

Given the difficulties to purchase the required gears and motors for the drive-unit at a reasonable price and engineering effort, the first tests have been performed with a preliminary prototype at scaled size (1:10). For the structure parts, rectangular solid-profiles out of brass have been used. Concerning the drive units, slightly modified units coming from a previously designed micro-robot for turbine inspection [10] could be reused. Photos of the entire prototype, the frame design and the drive units are shown in Fig. 4. The mass of the drive unit (Fig. 4-b) resulted in 18g, the mass of the frame (Fig. 4-c) in 180g. This prototype was tested on poles with different diameters ($Ø20$, $Ø30$, $Ø40$ and $Ø50$) and surfaces (Teflon, polished steel, rust-covered steel). Additionally, the
wedge-angle $\alpha$ in the frame (see Fig. 2-b) was varied as well. Regarding the adaptability to different pole-diameters, no problems were encountered. Moving up inclined poles (instead of vertical ones) caused no problems either. The above-mentioned relation between the wedge-angle $\alpha$ and the friction coefficient between wheels and surface could be verified as well ($\mu_{\text{min}}=\tan(\alpha)^*\left(1+\frac{m^2}{m}\right)$): On the Teflon-tube ($\mu\approx0.3$) the robot already started slipping with wedge-angles $\alpha<15^\circ$, while on the rusty steel-tube ($\mu=1$) the clamp mechanism stayed stable even with relatively high wedge-angles up to $\alpha=40^\circ$.

However, the rolling friction at small wedge angles resulted to be quite high – which made it almost impossible to carry additional payloads when rolling on the rusty steel pole with $\alpha=15$, while with $\alpha=40$ up to 100g could be carried. This limitation is mainly determined by the relatively weak gear-motor in this preliminary prototype and should get less critical in the final design. However, it also shows that very small wedge-angles do not only assure a high security against slipping, but can decrease the payload capability and the mobility on very rough surfaces. For this reason, the option to vary $\alpha$ will be implemented in the final design as well. What can mainly be observed from these experiments is the proven functionality of the clamping mechanisms and that it can be successfully applied in a wheeled pole-climbing robot.

![Fig. 4: Preliminary prototype at scaled size (a) The entire robot on a pole of 30mm diameter, (b) Drive unit with a small DC-motor with planetary gearbox and worm-gear transmission (reused from a previous micro-robot [10]), (c) Frame made out of brass-profiles.](image)

5. Conclusion and outlook to future work

In this work, a new clamping mechanism in the field of wheeled pole-climbing robots with rolling self-locking has been presented, and was successfully tested in a prototype at small size. The mechanical properties of this mechanism have been described in 2D calculation models and compared against previous
designs. Given the fact that this new clamping mechanism is not dependent on
the robot’s center of mass, does not need additional springs, and has the ability
for passively adapting to different pole diameters – it brings significant
advantages for the design of wheeled pole climbing robots.
Future work will focus on the final design of the prototype at big size, which is
planned for pole diameters between Ø0.2m and Ø0.5m and high payloads up to
100kg. Concerning this robot, only the dimensioning of the frame has been done
during now, while the design of the drive unit will be addressed in the next work
packages of this project.
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